Abstract. We establish lower bounds for the first non-zero eigenvalue for the natural geometric sub-elliptic Laplacian operator defined on sub-Riemannian manifolds of step 2 that satisfy a positive curvature condition. The methods are very general and can be applied even when the sub-Riemannian geometry has considerable torsion.
Introduction
The classical Lichnerowicz theorem for Riemannian geometry states that for a Riemannian manifold M d with Ricci curvature Ric ≥ ρ > 0 then the first non-zero eigenvalue for the Laplacian is sharply bounded as follows
The classical Myers theorem states that same condition on the Ricci curvature implies that M is compact. These results illustrate the deep connections between analysis, geometry and topology on Riemannian manifolds. In [3] , Greenleaf extended these results to strictly pseudoconvex manifolds of dimension 2d + 1 with d ≥ 3. Working with the sub-Laplacian associated to the Tanaka-Webster connection, he was able to show that if (2) Ric(X, X) + d 2 Tor(T, X) , JX ≥ ρ |X| 2 for all horizontal X then (3)
This was later extended to the case d ≥ 2 by Li and Luk [6] . Considerable effort has gone into studying the case d = 1, see for example [2] . Additional assumptions are needed to reproduce (2) , but there are general estimates that make use of more complicated bounds on the torsion. In [4] , the author introduced a notion of connection adapted to sub-Riemannian manifolds that simultaneously generalizes the Lev-Civita and the Tanaka-Webster connections. Under some mild geometric assumptions, there is a natural sub-elliptic Laplacian associated to this connection which is formally self-adjoint and negative. The purpose of this paper is to study bounds of the first eigenvalue of this subelliptic operator on compact manifolds satisfying a positive curvature constraint.
Since the torsion of the sub-Riemannian connection is typically complicated, its effect on the eigenvalue bounds is discussed in detail.
The main result is the following: Here ω, χ and ψ are constants (invariant under constant vertical rescaling) that measure the torsion of M and R x (A, A) is a variation on the Baudoin-Garofalo tensor introduced in [1] , which should be thought of as a sub-Riemannian analogue to Ricci curvature.
The dependence of this eigenvalue bound on the constrained variable x essentially reduces the problem of optimal estimates to a 1 dimensional maximization problem. These can be solved using elementary techniques, but general formulas are overly complicated.
Under certain conditions on the torsion which will be described in detail in Section 4, this result can be simplified greatly. The category of almost strictly normal manifolds is introduced. This category is large enough to include most examples traditionally studied, including strictly pseudoconvex pseudohermitian manifolds.
Theorem B. If M is compact, almost strictly normal and there are constants 0 ≤ x < 1 and ρ 1 , ρ 2 > 0 such that
Here τ V H and τ H V are semi-norms that again measure torsion, but have significantly simpler descriptions than the constants χ and ψ.
In Section 5, several examples are produced to demonstrate the developed techniques and illustrate use of the dependence on x.
Computation
Definition 2.1. An sub-Riemannian manifold with complement (sRC-manifold) is a manifold M together with smooth constant rank bundles HM, V M such that
and a smooth inner product on HM .
A metric extension for M is a Riemannian metric g that agrees with the given inner product on HM and g(HM, V M ) = 0.
The following theorem was shown in [4] Theorem 2.2. If M is an sRC-manifold with metric extension g there is a unique connection ∇ such that
Furthermore if X, Y are horizontal vector fields and T is a vertical vector field then ∇X, Tor(X, Y ), Tor(X, T ) H are all independent of the choice of g.
These connections are not torsion-free and this presence of torsion greatly complicates analysis on sRC-manifolds as compared to the Riemannian case. To obtain and optimize results, we shall use a variety of restrictions on the torsion. Definition 2.3. Let {E i } be any local orthonormal frame for HM and {U α } any local orthonormal frame for V M ,
• A metric extension is strictly normal if Tor(HM, V M ) = 0.
• The rigidity tensor for g is
The rigidity vector for g is
To measure the size of the torsion on M , we introduce the following metric extension dependent semi-norms:
where E i is an orthonormal frame for HM and U k is an orthonormal frame for V M . We shall also need a sub-Riemmanian equivalent of the Ricci curvature. At first glance, the most natural generalization to sRC-manifolds would appear to be
where E k is any orthonormal frame for HM . However, this tensor is not in general symmetric when restricted to horizontal vectors. Part of the reason for this is due to second order torsion terms, which of course are absent in the Riemannian setting. We introduce the tensor (7) TOR 2 (A, B, C) = Tor(A, Tor(B, C)) and using this we can define the following.
Definition 2.4. The sub-Ricci curvature of an sRC-manifold M is the tensor
where {E k } is any horizontal orthonormal frame. This tensor is independent of the choice of metric extension.
Lemma 2.5. For X, Y ∈ HM and T ∈ V M , the sub-Ricci curvature satisfies
Proof. The middle result is trivial. To show the others, we apply a standard result in differential geometry (see [4] for detail), that for any curvature
where C represents cyclic permutation. Then following for example Proposition 7.4 in [5] , we see that from elementary properties of curvature that
First we apply this with C = D = E ∈ HM and A = X, B = Y , to see that
Next we sum over a frame for HM to yield the remaining results.
Definition 2.6. For a tensor τ , the horizontal gradient of τ is defined by
where E i is a (local) orthonormal frame for HM . The horizontal Hessian of τ is defined by
The Laplacian on a Riemannian manifold has a rich and interesting L 2 -theory. To replicate this for sRC-manifolds, it is necessary to choose a metric extension. This metric extension then yields a volume form and we have meaningful L 2 -adjoints. Unfortunately, the horizontal Laplacian defined here, does not always behave as nicely as the Riemannian operator. However, if we make a mild assumption on the metric extension, much of the theory can be generalized. The following was shown in [4] Lemma 2.7. Suppose that M is orientable and has a V -rigid metric extension g. Then on functions,
where the divergence and L 2 adjoint are taken with respect to the volume form dV g .
Thus on a V -rigid sRC-manifold, the horizontal Laplacian behaves qualitatively in a similar fashion to the Riemannian Laplacian. If M does not admit a Vrigid extension, then the horizontal Laplacian becomes substantially harder to work with. In fact, we shall often need to assume the stronger condition that the metric extension is V -normal.
A key result from [4] is the following Bochner theorem
where E i is any local orthonormal frame for HM and
We now introduce the following tensors and forms Definition 2.9. For 0 ≤ x < 1, the BG-curvatures R x are the unique 2-tensors such that
We remark briefly that, if M is strictly normal, R 0 agrees with the BaudoinGarofalo curvature tensor introduced in [1] .
Following [1] , we define symmetric bilinear forms for • ∈ {H, V } by
For any symmetric bilinear form, we shall adopt the notation B(f ) = B(f, f ), so for example
It was also shown in [4] that
We shall further decompose the symmetric part as
and note that, in particular
The purpose of seemingly complicated tensors is the following integrated horizontal Bochner formulas Theorem 2.10. For 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and ν > 0
Proof. The pointwise Bochner identity of Theorem 2.8 can be written
Now we compute that
as the first term of the penultimate line vanishes due to a symmetry/skew-symmetry argument. It should be remarked here, that as the frame E i is only defined locally, that we should technically employ a partition of unity argument to conduct this integration-by-parts. All terms are independent of the choice of horizontal frame, so this argument is routine. From this we see that (10) can be integrated to
In particular,
The result then follows from the observation that for all ν > 0
The problematic term in the last equation is |∇ H F V | 2 , which thus far cannot be controlled. Accordingly, we now turn our attention Γ V 2 and the vertical Bochner formula. The key result is the next theorem.
where mixed distortion tensor T 1 is defined by
and the pure distortion tensor T 2 is the unique symmetric 2-tensor with
The proof of this theorem follows trivially from Lemma 2.5, Theorem 2.8 and the following lemma:
Lemma 2.12. The error term S(F, F V ) integrated as either
Proof. First we note
Integrating by parts (again suppressing a partition of unity decomposition) yields
However we can now use torsion symmetry to see that
To deal with the other term of (13) we apply a similar integration-by-parts argument to see
Now since F = ∇f is a closed vector field we see that
and so
Integrating-by-parts the yields
But computing directly
Comparing we conclude
Combining all of these yields the result.
From Theorem 2.10 and Theorem 2.11 we obtain the following integrated curvaturedimension inequality: for any ν > 0,
General eigenvalue estimates
With the integrated curavture-dimension inequality (18) under our belts, we can now turn our attention to obtaining general eigenvalue bounds. Our fundamental assumption will be that the sRC-manifold with metric extension is positively curved in the sense that there exist constants 0 ≤ x < 1 and ρ 1 , ρ 2 > 0 such that
The constant ρ 1 is invariant under constant vertical conformal rescaling, but ρ 2 is not. To address this, we also introduce
Note that ω is an invariant under constant vertical conformal rescaling. To control the pure distortion term we define a scale invariant constant χ ∈ R by
In particular
To control the mixed distortion term, we introduce the constants
Again σ is not scale invariant, but ψ is. In particular, we have that for all s > 0
Now from (18) and assumption (19) we get that for any ν > 0
Now if we choose f such that △ H f = −λf with λ > 0 and rescale so that M Γ H (f )dV = 1, then a simple integration by parts of the left hand side of (18) produces
Setting ν = ρ2 λ+s then yields
Thus if we set
Theorem 3.1. If M satisfies the fundamental assumption (19) with
then the smallest positive eigenvalue of △ H satisfies the bound
In the special case where T 1 ≡ 0, we can improve on this result. To compress notation, set
Since ψ = 0, we can let s → 0 in (23) to obtain
However, we now note that we can apply this result with ρ 2 replaced tρ 2 for any scalar 0 < t ≤ 1. This will rescale χ and ω to χt, ω t respectively. Thus for all 0 < t ≤ 1 we have
. Now as t → 0, the left hand limit of the prohibited interval tends to 0 also. Thus we have prohibited λ from lying in a family of overlapping intervals, whose union is of the form (0, b). Hence we have established the following theorem 
We conclude this section with the following easily verifiable remarks concerning the distortion tensors.
Almost strictly normal manifolds
Definition 4.1. An sRC-manifold M with metric extension g is almost strictly normal if M is H-rigid, V M is integrable and the extension is V -normal.
for all X ∈ HM and T ∈ V M .
Proof. Suppose M is H-rigid, then
Tor(E i , T ) , E i = 0 for all T ∈ V M . Differentiating produces
Since the first term vanishes by a symmetry/skew-symmetry argument and last term vanishes due to H-rigidity, the result follows immediately.
Corollary 4.3. For an almost strictly normal manifold T 1 ≡ 0 and
We shall also need the following:
Proof. This follows from direct computation.
Proof. First we note that from (17) we have
where U k is an orthonormal frame for V M . Now for horizontal E and vertical U , from (16) we see
Thus summing over respective frames, we get
The result then follows from torsion symmetry.
Lemma 4.6. If (M, g) is almost strictly normal, then for all ν > 0
Proof. We compute that
Thus summing over frames we get
) is almost strictly normal and there are constants 0 ≤ x < 1 and ρ 1 , ρ 2 > 0 such that
Proof. From Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 we get the alternative integrated curvaturedimension inequality
Once again we apply this to f ∈ C ∞ (M ) with △ H f = −λf and f 2 dV = 1. Set
Now the elementary identity that for a, b, x > 0
with equality when x = b/a implies that
The result then follows from (20).
Examples

5.1.
Strictly normal and ∇Tor trace-free. If (M, g) is a strictly normal sRCmanifold such that tr H ∇Tor(HM ) = 0, then an optimal estimate is easy to obtain. From Theorem 4.7, we immediately obtain that if
. This is maximized for x = .
Compact Lie groups.
Suppose that G is a compact Lie group with Lie algebra g splitting
such that v is a Lie subalgebra and h bracket-generates g at step 2. Let H be the bundle spanned by the left-invariant vector fields associated to h and V the corresponding bundle for v. Suppose also that g admits a positive definite inner product that makes the split (27) orthogonal and the operators
skew-symmetric for all X ∈ h and T ∈ v. (Since G is compact, it admits bi-invariant metrics. If H and V are orthogonal with respect to a bi-invariant metric, this skewsymmetry follows immediately.) This metric is then extended to a Riemannian metric g on G using the correspondence between g and left invariant vector fields. For left invariant vector fields X, Y in H and T, U in V , the covariant connection and the curvatures can be easily computed in terms of the Lie bracket coefficients. In the bi-invariant case:
Viewed as a metric extension of g |H , the metric g is strictly normal. In the special case that [h, h] = v, the tensor ∇Tor is guaranteed to vanish when restricted to horizontal vector fields. With this assumption we can use (26), which as we shall see in the example below greatly simplifies studying how estimates for R x depend on x.
It should also be remarked that for any unit length left invariant vector field X on a Lie group with left invariant metric, ∇ X X = 0. Thus the Laplace operator △ H is the sum-square operator for any orthonormal frame for HG. Thus this methodology produces eigenvalue estimates for a wide variety of sub-elliptic sumsquare operators on Lie groups. 
From this it is clear that the metric condition holds and so g is strictly normal. Set A = a i X i + tT . It is also then straight-forward, if tedious, to compute that
From this we obtain that for all ǫ > 0
We can therefore choose ǫ so as to obtain an estimate when
In particular the choice x = 0 can always result in a (typically non-sharp) estimate. The for all
(1+x)b we have
Maximizing this in x and ǫ is a standard calculus exercise without an attractive solution.
However when b = 0 we can use (26) to obtain
Example 5.2. Again, let M = SO(4) with the same notation as before. Thus time however, set b = 0 and let X 1 , X 2 , X 3 be an orthonormal frame for HM and T 1 = T, T 2 = X 4 , T 3 = X 5 be an orthonormal frame for V M . From the multiplication table, it is clear that V M is integrable and HM bracket generates at step 2. The extension is strictly normal and the horizontal Laplacian is then
. Repeating the calculations for A = a i X i + t k T k , we get This time however, the metric does not meet the required conditions and the metric extension is not strictly normal unless c = 0. It is however, almost strictly normal.
It is easy to check that ∇ Xi X j = 0 for all i, j = 1, 2. For horizontal
makes M an sRC-manifold and we can choose a metric extension by defining JT = 0 and setting g(A, B) = dη(A, JB) + η(A)η(B). It was shown in [4] that the canonical connection of Theorem 2.2 is exactly the well-known Tanaka-Webster connection. It is then easy to see that with this metric extension M is totally rigid and V -normal. Furthermore In the non-Sasakian case, the dependence of ρ 1 and ρ 2 on x is hard to determine. However, we can immediately note that Differentiating with respect to x using the quotient rule and ignoring the denominator, yields we have an optimal estimate of λ 1 ≥ 2nρ 2n + 3
(1 − C).
However if ρ > 2n+11 8 C, this estimate will still hold, but the optimal estimate will occur for x at the positive critical point for (30), which will by necessity will be smaller than 1. Thus for 0 ≤ x < 1, . Again, this is maximized for x = 1/3, yielding
